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Royal Misattribution: Monograms in the León Antiphoner

The ‘León Antiphoner’, León, Cathedral Library, MS 8 is the most complete manuscript containing
Old Hispanic chant, including office and mass chants for the whole church year. As such, it is the
most studied Old Hispanic source, yet it has not securely been dated. Recent hypotheses range from
the first third of the tenth century through the eleventh. By reviewing the attribution of the royal
monograms found on fol. 4v, it is possible to set a terminus ante quem for the manuscript’s
compilation to c. 960. In the first section I summarise previous scholarly hypotheses about León
8’s dating together with the proposed attributions of the signum and the monograms on fol. 4v.
Subsequently, I introduce the ways in which monograms and signa were used in the Visigothic
written world, with a special focus on royal monograms. Finally, I discuss L8’s monograms and
signum, reassess the dating of the manuscript and outline a new hypothesis on the role of León 8 as
royal insignia.
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Introduction
The ‘León Antiphoner’, León, Cathedral Library, MS 8 (henceforth ‘L8’),1 is the
most complete manuscript containing Old Hispanic chant. This liturgy was in use on the
Iberian Peninsula before the imposition of Franco-Roman chant, which was officially
adopted at the Council of Burgos in 1080. The liturgical reform caused the local Old
Hispanic rite to be abandoned. At the same time, Visigothic notation was replaced with
Aquitanian notation, imported by the monks who arrived from southern France to support
the adoption of the new liturgy.2 As is common in manuscripts preserving the Old Hispanic
liturgy, L8 contains music for both the Mass and Office for the entire liturgical year. It is a

This research was supported by the European Research Council under grant 313133, ‘Old Hispanic
Office’ Research Project, led by Emma Hornby at Bristol University. I am deeply grateful to my
colleagues Emma Hornby, Kati Ihnat and Rebecca Maloy for their considerable input, feedback and
the many questions they posed. My heartfelt thanks go to Susan Rankin who kindly agreed to read a
preliminary version of this article and helped to improve it in many ways. Finally, I would like to
thank the anonymous readers for their comments and Therese Martin for her precious feedback on my
article.
1

A facsimile is available online at http://bvpb.mcu.es/es/catalogo_imagenes/grupo.cmd?path=26408

Recently, a colour facsimile edition of L8 has been published by Fernández de la Cuesta, ed., Liber
Antiphonarium (Madrid, 2011). The diplomatic transcription of the text of most of L8 is given in:
Benedictines of Silos, Antiphonarium Mozarabicum (Burgos, 1928); Louis Brou and José Vives, eds.,
Antifonario visigótico-mozárabe de la cathedral de León, 2 vols. (Barcelona: CSIC, 1953-9).
2

On the liturgical reform see Ludwig Vones, “The Substitution of the Hispanic Liturgy by the Roman

Rite in the Kingdoms of the Iberian Peninsula,” in Hispania Vetus (Bilbao, 2007), 43-59; and Bernard
F. Reilly, ed., Santiago, St. Denis, and St. Peter: The Reception of the Roman Liturgy in León-Castile
in 1080 (New York: Fordham University Press, 1985).
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visually striking manuscript not only because of its decoration,3 but also because of the
calligraphic quality and complexity of its musical notation.4
The dating and origins of most Old Hispanic liturgical manuscripts are still subjects
of debate. Indeed, simply providing a classification of Old Hispanic manuscripts according
to these categories presents difficulties, since a wide range of hypotheses has been
proposed.5 Some manuscripts have colophons and scribal signatures, which help to date

3

On L8’s decoration see María Elena Gómez Moreno, “Las miniaturas del Antifonario de la Catedral

de León,” Archivos leoneses 8 (1954): 303-17. A more general discussion of decoration in Visigothic
manuscripts is in: Jacques Guilmain, “On the chronological development and classification of
decorated initials in Latin manuscripts of tenth-century Spain,” The Bulletin of the John Rylands
Library 63 (1980-1): 390-1.
4

L8 has more notated chants than any other surviving Old Hispanic manuscript. On L8’s notation see

Herminio González Barrionuevo, “La notación del Antifonario de León,” in El canto mozárabe y su
entorno (Madrid, 2013), 95-120. On the general principles of Old Hispanic vertical notation see Idem,
“Relación entre la notación “mozárabe” de tipo vertical y otras escrituras neumáticas,” Studi
Gregoriani 11 (1995): 5-112. Idem, “Algunos rasgos fundamentales de la notación "Mozárabe" del
Norte,” Revista de musicología 20 (1997): 37-49. For a basic introduction in English to Old Hispanic
notation see Emma Hornby and Rebecca Maloy, “Appendix 1: A guide to reading Old Hispanic
notation,” in Music and Meaning in Old Hispanic Lenten Chants (Woodbridge: Boydell Press, 2013),
315-26.
5

Zapke lists the same Old Hispanic manuscripts in three different tables, according to 1) their geo-

political area and cultural centre; 2) their systems of notation; 3) their chronology. Zapke, “Notation
Systems in the Iberian Peninsula: From Spanish Notations to Aquitanian Notation (9th -12th
Centuries),” in Hispania Vetus, 197-207.
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and locate their use.6 In spite of being the most studied Old Hispanic manuscript, L8 has
not been dated securely; hypotheses extend from c. 906 through the 1060’s.7
By reviewing the attribution of the royal monograms found on fol. 4v, I suggest that
it is possible to set a secure terminus ante quem for the manuscript’s compilation to c.

6

The manuscripts in question are: Santo Domingo de Silos, Biblioteca de la Abadía, MSS 3, 4 and 5;

Salamanca, Biblioteca General Universitaria, MS 2668 (olim Madrid, Real Palacio 2 j 5), known as
the ‘Breviary of the Queen Sancha’; Santiago de Compostela, Biblioteca Universitaria MS 609
Reservado 1, known as the ‘Book of Hours of Ferdinand I’; and Toledo, Archivo y Biblioteca
Capitulares de la Catedral, MS 35.4. On these manuscripts see Millares, Corpus de códices
visigóticos, 1999.
7

A convincing hypotheses of dating to the first third of the tenth century was proposed by Díaz y

Díaz in 2007; this dating is based on an accurate codicological analysis of the Antiphoner: see Díaz y
Díaz, “Some Incidental Notes on Music Manuscripts,” in Hispania Vetus, 93-111. In spite of the
compelling evidence provided by Díaz y Díaz, some later scholars ignored his research findings and
proposed different datings for manuscript production without rebutting his argument. For example,
Deswarte says L8 was produced ‘in the middle of the tenth century, perhaps in the monastery of
Santiago of León’, see Thomas Deswarte, “Polygraphisme et mixité graphique. Note sur les additions
d’Arias (1060-1070) dans l’Antiphonaire de León,” Territorio, Sociedad y Poder 8 (2013): 68. In a
recent article Zapke referred to L8 as having been written in the middle of the eleventh century, but
without giving any explanation for the dating: see Zapke, “Dating Neumes According to their
Morphology: The Corpus of Toledo,” in The Calligraphy of Medieval Music (Turnhout: Brepols,
2011), 94. In another article, Zapke claims that the neumes on fol. 5r were written around 1060 and
that they show a strong similarity with the notation of the rest of the Antiphoner: see Zapke, “En torno
a las nociones de publicus y privatus. Apuentes al context y funcionalidad de los textos preliminaries
del Antifonario de León (fols. 2v-3v),” in El canto mozárabe y su entorno (Madrid: Sociedad Española
de Musicología, 2013), 347.
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960.8 This evidence, along with the results of an analysis of the monogram inscribed on
fol. 149r allows us to locate the manuscript’s use in León a century earlier than previous
discussions had considered.9

8

On fol. 4v there is a large Alpha-Omega miniature. Interlace decoration like this shows late

Carolingian influence and it is believed to have arrived in Northern Spain through the influence of the
Tours Bibles. This kind of ornament is commonly found in middle tenth-century Old Hispanic
manuscripts and, since it did not evolve very fast, it is found also in eleventh century sources. On the
large interlace initials see Jacques Guilmain, “Interlace Decoration and the Influence of the North on
Mozarabic Illumination,” The Art Bulletin 42, no. 3 (September 1960): 211-18; John Williams, “Tours
and the Early Medieval Art of Spain,” in Florilegium in honorem Carl Nordenfalk octogenarium
contextum (Stockholm, 1987), 197-208. Tenth-century examples of big interlace initials can be found
in the 960 Bible (León, Archivo del Museo de la Colegiata de San Isidoro, MS 2, see for example the
‘A’ on 158r) and in the St. Gregory Moralia dated 945 (Madrid, Biblioteca Nacional, MS 80, fol. 1v).
Both manuscripts were illuminated by the Scribe Florentius. The ‘Alpha-Omega’ miniature found in
MS 80 shows a strong similarity to the Alpha-Omega in L8; it can be consulted at http://arachne.unikoeln.de/arachne/index.php?view[layout]=buchseite_item&search[constraints][buchseite][searchSerie
nnummer]=901777. Strong Celtic, Anglo-Saxon and Carolingian influences in the interlace initials of
the St. Gregory Moralia and L8 were already noticed in José Pijoán, Summa Artis; Historia General
del Arte, vol. 8 of Arte Barbaro y Prerromanico desde el Siglo IV hasta el ano 1000 (Madrid: EspasaCalpe, 1942). A graphical similarity is also recognized between the style of the cross of Oviedo (L8,
fol. 5v) and the Cross painted on fol. 147r of the ‘Scintilla Scripturarum’ (Madrid, Real Academia de
la Historia, MS 26, dated from the end of the ninth century to the first half of the tenth); this similarity
is discussed in S. de Silva y Verástegui, “Iconografía del siglo X en el reino de Pamplona-Nájera”
(PhD diss., Universidade de Navarra, 1980). An excerpt of the core of the dissertation is available
online at this permanent URL
http://www.vallenajerilla.com/berceo/silvaverastegui/talleremilianense.htm.
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Prior scholarship on the dating of León 8
The most studied part of L8 is its preliminary material. 10 Scholars have based their
understanding of the whole manuscript mainly on the information found in this section. 11
The special attention given to these introductory folios is due to the presence of references
to ‘Abbot Ikilanus’ and ‘scribe Arias’. A miniature and an ex libris featuring Abbot
Ikilanus can be found on fol. 1v and 6r, respectively (figures 1, 2). The former represents a
‘scene where an ille, usually understood as a reference to the copyist, presents a book to

9

Picture of fol. 128v is available at http://bvpb.mcu.es/es/consulta/registro.cmd?id=449895. Only

Maria Elena Gómez Moreno and Gonzalo Menéndez Pidal have previously attempted to transcribe
L8’s cryptography. They agree on the reading ‘Froilani aepiscopi notuit memento mei’ (128v) and
‘Froilani aepiscopi notuit ego Aia memento mei’ (149r), although Gómez Moreno and Menéndez
Pidal used this evidence - in combination with other arguments - to date L8 respectively to 1069 and
c. 906. As I demonstrate in another article, the transcription provided by the two scholars is almost
correct; both misread ‘ego Aia’ for ‘memoria’ on fol. 149r, in a portion of the cryptography where the
ink is partially faded. See Maria Elena Gómez Moreno, “Miniaturas del Antifonario,” 315-17 and
Gonzalo Menéndez Pidal, Varia medievalia, vol. 2 (Madrid: Real Academia de la Historia, 2003):
122-3, 148-51. For a new assessment of L8’s cryptography and further discussion on the dating of L8
to 900-905 see my “Musical Cryptography and the Early History of the León Antiphoner”
(unpublished manuscript).
10

L8 has two main sections: the preliminary material (fols. 1-27), and the main body of the

manuscript (fols. 28-306).
11

On L8’s preliminary folios see Manuel Cecilio Díaz y Díaz, “Los prólogos del antiphonale

visigothicum,” Archivos leoneses, 8 (1954): 226-57; Alfred Cordoliani, “Les Textes et figures de
comput de l'Antiphonaire de León,” Archivos leoneses 8 (1954): 258-87; Deswarte, “Polygraphisme,”
67-84; Díaz y Díaz, “Incidental Notes,” 93-111.
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the figure called abba, who has its (sic) distinctive crosier’.12 On fol. 1v there is also an
epigram from which we can deduce that Abbot Teodemundo gifted the manuscript to
Abbot Ikilanus.13 The ex libris on fol. 6r reads Librum Ikilani Abbati; this carpet page is
painted with a labyrinth form, as is common in Visigothic manuscripts.14 The figure of
Abbot Ikilanus has been crucial for dating the manuscript to the tenth century. Ikilanus has
been identified as the abbot of the monastery of San Cipriano, near the river Porma.15 He
was also the founder of the monastery of Santiago located in León, not far from the

12

Description of the illumination from Díaz y Díaz, “Incidental Notes,” 98-9.

13

‘O meritum magnum quidem donum sumsisti abate totmunde - et hic havitas cum omnibus bonis et

in future leteris cum angelis - agustior promicans mente Ikilane abba tue - Iam nun votum ut ceperas
tuum cerne perfectum - Utiliter librum deauratum conspice pictum - Sic merear precibusve tuis esse
suffultum - me scriptori in mente abete qui hoc pati pro vestro nomine’. The text of the epigram is
given in Benedictines of Silos, Antiphonarium Mozarabicum, xxviii. ‘Very great merit have you
obtained with this gift, O Abbot Teodemundo, you who dwell here with your good monks and will in
the future revel with angels. Shining even brighter thanks to your wishes, O Abbot Ikilanus! You can
now see that what had been your desire is finished; look again and again at the book prepared for use,
illustrated and decorated in gold. May I deserve to be helped by your prayers: remember me, the
copyist, for ever, he who has worked so hard out of respect for your name.’ Translation from Díaz y
Díaz, “Incidental Notes,” 101.
14

Jesús Domínguez Bordona, “Exlibris mozárabes,” Archivo Español de Arte y Arqueologia 11

(1935): 161, plate XIII.
15

The location of the monastery of San Cipriano is not clearly established. However, Yáñez Cifuentes

proposes that the monastery was located on the river Porma’s bank, where it was the original nucleus
of San Cipriano del Condado (east of León). See María Del Pilar Yáñez Cifuentes, El Monasterio de
Santiago de León, vol. 6 of Fuentes y Estudios de historia leonesa (León-Barcelona: Centro de
Estudios e Investigación San Isidoro, 1972), 55.
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bishop’s see.16 At the founding of the monastery, on 26 June 917, Ikilanus provided abbess
Felicia and the nuns community with the resources to survive, included the Monastery of
San Cipriano itself, ornaments and liturgical books, including an antiphoner:
Testamentum quod fecit Yquilani abba de sua hereditate quam habuit in
Legione et in alio loco ad monasterium Sancti Jacobi, apostoli et fratris
Domini. In nomine Sancte et indiuidue Trinitatis. Iquilani abba uobis
Felicia, cognomento Monnoia, hac si indigna conuersa, et omne collegium
puellarum Sancti Jacobi apostoli, cuius baselica et monasterio est instructum
suburbio legionenisis, intus ciuitatis. […] Quamobrem, offero atque
concedo paruuli munusculi, que Deus a gracia accepi, sancto altario uestro,
superiore loco fundatum, pro utilitate et substancie sororum religiosarum et
uirginum […] Adicio ibidem, inprimis corte conclusa in ipso loco […]
Concedo etiam ibidem lectos palleos IIIes, almuzallas tres […] Et de
ecclesia: capsa argentea una, cruce argentea una, incensarios duos, uno
argenteo at alio ereo, […] Libros: Antiphanario [sic], Psalterio et Regula.
Scalas argenteas tres, copo uno. Adicio etiam in Porma monasterium Sancti
Cipriani cum corte sicut est […]17
16

References to the location of the Monastery of Santiago of León can be found in many of its

documents: “Edificatum suburbia Legionensis, intus ciuitatis iusta aditus Sancte Marie Uirginis, (non
longe ad aulam Sancte Marie Uirginis) secus sede episcopi Legionensis, discurrente Kalle de Porta
Episcopi.” Yáñez Cifuentes, Monasterio de Santiago, 45.
17

The full text of the charter is found in Benedictines of Silos, Antiphonarium Mozarabicum, xi-xii;

and in Emilio Sáez, ed., Coleccion documental del Archivo de la catedral de Leon, vol. 1, 775–952
(León: 1987), doc. 42. It is unclear when all these goods effectively became the property of the abbess
Felicia. The monastery of San Cipriano probably went to Felicia only at the death of Ikilanus (c. 952),
as, until then, his name is given in charters as the abbot of the monastery of San Cipriano. In general,
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It cannot be claimed with certainty that L8 was the antiphoner donated to the
abbess Felicia in 917 by Ikilanus, but this hypothesis has stimulated scholars’ imaginations
about the early history of L8.
The third gathering of its preliminary material (fols. 20-27) is codicologically and
stylistically distinct from the rest of the manuscript in which it is now inserted. This section
is attributed to the scribe Arias, who provided his own name in certain notes on the
computus treatises and mentions anni praesentes ranging from 1062 to 1069, the years in
which this new material was gathered and added to the manuscript.18 Arias also left some
biographical information on fol. 12r.19 Since this eleventh-century gathering has portions of
text written in Visigothic minuscule and others in Visigothic cursive, scholars have
debated the attribution of folios 20-27 either to one scribe capable of mastering both
scripts, or to two scribes. Brou, for example, distinguishes two scribes: ‘Arias 1’ and ‘Arias

it is clear that there was co-ownership of objects between the two monasteries. For example, on 3 June
948, the bishop of León, Oveco, gave to both monasteries the church of Santa Maria in Cea, see
Yáñez Cifuentes, Monasterio de Santiago, 61-2; Sáez, Coleccion documental, doc. 201.
18

The section shows a ‘properly foreign character’. Díaz y Díaz, “Incidental Notes,” 97.

19

The inscription is now almost unreadable because the ink is faded; its text is about the discovery in

France of a tripartite Ecclesiastical History, written by three Greek authors: a book which Arias saw in
France but had never seen in Galice. “Est liber storia eclesiastica que dicitur tripertita / a tribus
auctoribus de Grecia compositum, uno scilicet / Teodorito sancto episcopo et duobus uiris Sozomeno /
et Socrater, incipiens a Constantino / imperatore usque ad Teodosium iuniorem per multa / interualla
tempora. Cassiodorus senador / accipiens per Epifanium scolasticum et dedit sancto / uiro regi
Teodosio. / Ego Arias uidi ipsum librum in Francia, que nondum / uideram in Gallicia.” This
transcription is taken from Deswarte, “Polygraphisme,” 72, 74 (plate 8).
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2’,20 while more recently Deswarte has suggested that the different writings are an example
of polygraphism, where one scribe (Arias) was capable of writing both in minuscule and
Visigothic cursive.21
Ikilanus and Arias have played a considerable role in the scholarly reconstruction of
L8’s early history. García Villada claims that the codex was written in 1069 by Arias, even
though the style of the writing could be ascribed to the first third of the tenth century. He
explains this incongruity by asserting that the decline of Visigothic script was slower in the
León region than in the rest of Spain.22 A similar dating is proposed by Manuel Gómez
Moreno, who writes that ‘it is not impossible, but very unlikely’ that the manuscript was
from the early tenth century, preferring an eleventh-century dating, based on the style of
decoration.23 More recently, María Elena Gómez Moreno considers L8 to have been
written by Arias/Aia in 1069, despite admitting that the style of decoration, especially in
clothing, clearly belongs to the tenth century.24 She believes that a shorter inscription in the
20

According to Brou, Arias 1 wrote fol. 12r (middle of the second column), while Arias 2 wrote fol.

26 (top of the first column). Brou guessed that Arias 1 was also the reviser of L8. Louis Brou, “Le
Joyau des antiphonaires latins,” Archivos leoneses 8 (1954): 13-14.
21

Deswarte, “Polygraphisme,” 83.

22

The palaeographical motivation for the tenth century attribution is that the tall minuscule letters b,

d, h, I, l do not have a perpendicular stroke at the beginning of the vertical stroke, although on some
occasions there is an incipient stroke of this kind. Zacarías García Villada, Paleografia Española, vol.
1 (Madrid, 1923), 198.
23

Manuel Gómez Moreno, Provincia de León, vol. 1 of Catálogo Monumental de España (Madrid:

Ministerio de Instrucción Pública y Belles Artes, 1926), 155-8.
24

Both Maria Elena Gómez Moreno and Menéndez Pidal read ‘Aia’ instead of ‘Arias’ on fol. 12r but

M.E. Gómez Moreno, “Miniaturas del Antifonario,” 316, claimed that ‘Aia’ was an abbreviation for
‘Arias’, while Menéndez Pidal distinguished ‘Arias’ from ‘Aia’: ‘Nada tiene que ver Aia con Arias’.
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tenth-century manuscript served as a model for Arias/Aia in 1069, whereas the longer one
(with the extra words ‘ego Aia’) was conceived by the eleventh-century scribe Arias/Aia
who wanted to leave a mark of his own work and also added his monogram. According to
M.E. Gómez Moreno, L8 could not be a tenth-century manuscript with later interpolations
because the writing is homogenous and uniform, an opinion totally rejected by Díaz y
Díaz.25
Those who date L8 to the eleventh century constitute a minority; the majority of
scholars consider L8 to have been written in the middle or second half of the tenth
century.26 Guilmain studied L8’s illumination and declared: ‘surely its decorated initials
are no earlier than the 960-70 period, and perhaps later’.27 Scholars who date L8 to the
middle of the tenth century include Millares,28 Gutierrez,29 and Zapke in her description of
L8 in Hispania Vetus (her eleventh-century dating is a more recent development).30 Others

See Menéndez Pidal, Varia medievalia, 123, n. 5, reiterated at p. 150. An image of fol. 12r is available
at http://bvpb.mcu.es/es/consulta/registro.cmd?id=449895.
25

M.E. Gómez Moreno, “Miniaturas del Antifonario” 314-7. Díaz y Díaz demonstrated that L8

reached its present form in different chronological layers: “Incidental Notes,” 94-102.
26

Díaz y Díaz first considered L8 to date from the second half of the eleventh century: see Díaz y

Díaz, “Prólogos,” 226-57; he later changed his opinion in favour of an early tenth century dating: see
“Incidental Notes,” 93-111.
27

Guilmain, “Chronological development,” 390-1.

28

Millares, Manuscritos visigóticos, 69.

29

C. Julia Gutiérrez, “Melodías del canto hispánico en el repertorio litúrgico poético de la Edad

Media y el Renacimiento,” in El canto mozárabe y su entorno, 562.
30

Zapke, Hispania Vetus, 252.
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have preferred a more general tenth-century dating.31 The earliest dating was proposed by
Menéndez Pidal, suggesting that the manuscript was produced c. 906. Menéndez Pidal
recognized that the decorative style of L8 belonged to the tenth century, and affirmed that
the eleventh-century scribe Arias, who left his signature and date on fol. 26r, did not write
the rest of L8.32 Menéndez Pidal believed that L8 was written by ‘Aia’, who wrote not only
the inscription on fol. 149, but also a reference to the year 906 on fol. 20r.33 According to
Menéndez Pidal, this c. 906 dating matched the era of the ‘Bishop Froilán’ mentioned in
the inscription, identified as Froilán, bishop of León 900–905.34 However, the scholar did
not explain the connection between Bishop Froilán (who had died in 905) and the
manuscript’s supposed production.35 Nor did his scribal reconstruction take into account

31

Jordi Pinell, “El Oficio hispánico visigótico,” Hispania sacra 10 (1957): 392; idem, “Los textos de

la antigua liturgia hispánica: fuentes para su estudio,” in Estudios sobre la liturgia mozárabe, ed. J.F.
Rivera Recio (Toledo, 1965), 128-9; Fernandez de la Cuesta, Manuscritos y fuentes musicales en
Espana: Edad media (Madrid: Editorial Alpuerto, 1980), 58–9; Don M. Randel, introduction to An
Index to the Chant of the Mozarabic Rite (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1973), xviii;
Justo Pérez de Urbel, “El Antifonario de León. El escritor y la época,” Archivos leoneses 8 (1954):
115-44; José Vives, “En torno a la datación del Antifonario Legionense,” Hispania Sacra 8 (1955):
107-24.
32

Menéndez Pidal, Varia medievalia, 149-51. Picture of fol. 26r is available at

http://bvpb.mcu.es/es/consulta/registro.cmd?id=449895.
33

Ibid. Picture of fol. 20r is available at http://bvpb.mcu.es/es/consulta/registro.cmd?id=449895.

34

Menéndez Pidal considered ‘Aia’ as the first miniaturist in Spain whose name and date are securely

known (148-51). He also said that the cryptography on fol. 149r is followed by Aia’s notarial
specimen (123) and added that the Bishop Froilán of the cryptography is - sin duda - without doubt,
Saint Froilán, the Bishop of León who died in 905. Ibid., 123.
35

Ibid., 150.
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the fact that the 906 date (‘DCCCCVI’) is a scribal mistake, as already noted by
Cordoliani.36 Moreover, fol. 20 belongs to the third gathering, widely accepted as being an
eleventh-century addition.
Recently, however, Díaz y Díaz untangled the assembly of L8 and made a careful
codicological analysis of the first 27 folios. He demonstrated, on palaeographical grounds,
that the body of the manuscript itself (fols. 4-11 and 28 to the end)37 is from the first third
of the tenth century.38 The main body was successively supplemented at different stages by
introductory material that was not originally part of the manuscript, consisting of folios 1,
2, 3 and the gathering 20-27.39

Previous scholarship on the subscription symbols of León 8
In L8 there are four monograms and one signum. Monograms and signa were two of
the possible symbols used for subscription. Signa did not include letters while monograms
could include some or all letters of the name of the person to whom they belonged. They
are not commonly found in liturgical manuscripts, but belong instead to the world of

36

In fact, it is immediately followed by the ‘right’ year written out fully ‘octingentessimus sextus

annus est ab incarnatione Christi’ (that is, 806). The transcriptions of the texts containing the
references to the year 806/906 (from fol. 20r) and Arias’ signature and date (from fol. 26r) are given in
Cordoliani, “Textes,” 284-5.
37

Díaz y Díaz suggests that it is probably only the final gathering that is missing, and it may have

been “lost” because it contained a colophon and a note about the ownership of the original
manuscript, which it was felt necessary to remove when its destination changed. See Díaz y Díaz,
“Incidental notes,” 94, 106 n. 13.
38

Ibid., 99.

39

Ibid..
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charters. In L8, one monogram is inscribed on fol. 1r,40 the signum is found on fol. 4v with
two monograms immediately below,41 and a last monogram appears on fol. 149r, to the
right of an inscription. This last monogram has been almost entirely ignored in scholarship,
unlike the monograms and the signum in the preliminary folios of the Antiphoner.42
In previous scholarship, the monogram on fol. 1r (figure 3) has been unanimously
attributed to King Ferdinand I of Castile and León (r. 1037-65), while the two monograms
and the signum on fol. 4v (figure 4) have been attributed to Ferdinand I’s wife and children.
King Ferdinand I was married to Queen Sancha and they had three sons, among whom the
king divided his realm before his death, assigning Castile to Sancho II, León to Alfonso VI
and Galicia to García II. Until 1069 the three brothers lived in peace in their kingdoms.

40

Díaz y Díaz’s codicological analysis of the introductory folios of L8 has demonstrated the existence

of a fringe on folio 1. This element suggests that folio 1 was originally inserted somewhere else. Díaz
y Díaz proposed that fol. 1 was inserted between fols. 5 and 6 already at an early stage, probably
when Abbot Ikilanus became the owner of L8. Díaz y Díaz explained that the recto of fol. 6 (which
belonged to the ‘basic manuscript’) was originally left blank. There, a later hand painted Ikilanus’ ex
libris (in a style similar to the miniature on fol. 1v, probably created in the same instance). Finally,
someone inserted fol. 1 between fols. 5 and 6 in order to create a sense of continuity between Ikilanus
miniature (painted on fol. 1v) and Ikilanus’ ex libris painted on 6r. The recto of fol. 1 was left blank
and it was only in the eleventh century that someone inscribed there a monogram. Díaz y Díaz,
“Incidental notes,” 96-102.
41

According to Díaz y Díaz folio 4 belongs to the ‘basic manuscript’, which suffered later

manipulations and additions. Ibid., 95.
42

The two scholars who have briefly mentioned the monogram near the inscription on fol. 149 are:

M.E. Gómez Moreno, “Miniaturas del Antifonario,” 315; and Menéndez Pidal, Varia medievalia, 123.
See above.
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The signum at the top of fol. 4v is unanimously attributed to Ferdinand I’s second son
Alfonso (figure 4a); the following monogram – which contains the letters ‘SA’ – is
attributed alternatively to ‘Sancha’, Ferdinand I’s wife, or ‘Sancho’, Ferdinand I’s eldest
son (figure 4b). The final monogram on the page contains the letters ‘GARSEA’, and it has
been interpreted as referring to García, Ferdinand I’s third son (figure 4c).
Brou mentions only Ferdinand I’s monogram,43 while Díaz y Díaz refers to Ferdinand
I’s monogram on fol. 1 and indicates that the monogram of his wife, Queen Sancha, can be
found on fol. 6 (sic); he does not discuss the other monogram or the signum. 44 The
Benedictines of Silos attribute the first monogram on fol. 4 to Sancha and the second to
García.45 Deswarte attributes the monograms and the signum generically to Ferdinand I,
his wife Sancha and their sons, dating them to the years 1062-63.46 Menéndez Pidal also
dates the monograms and the signum in the preliminary folios to the years 1062-63. He
goes on to say that in those years King Ferdinand I divided his realm among his sons, who
wanted to mark the special event by adding their own monograms and signum to L8.
Menéndez Pidal bases his dating of L8 in the tenth century on this argument, claiming
that it was impossible for L8 to have been written by Arias in 1069 because of the presence
on fol. 4v of the monograms and the inscriptions dated to the years 1062-1063. The latter
read, "Pelagius, deacon, confirms this on Thursday, 13 November, in the year 1062", and
"Reccesvinth confirms this on Wednesday, 10 February, in the year 1063" (figure 4d); "In

43

Brou, “Joyau,” 59.

44

There is probably a graphical error, here, as the so-called ‘Sancha’s monogram’ is on fol. 4, not on

fol. 6. Díaz y Díaz, “Prólogos,” 251.
45

Benedictines of Silos, Antiphonarium Mozarabicum, xxxv.

46

Deswarte, “Polygraphisme,” 79.
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the year 1063 [...] Wednesday, 6 September [...] Saturday, 11 January, 1063" (figure 4e).47
Sáez Sánchez et al. do not discuss the monogram on fol. 1.48 Instead, they engage with the
monograms and signum on fol. 4 and affirm that they were all inscribed at the end of 1063,
when King Ferdinand I divided the realm. Although they admit that the kingdom was
formally divided only in 1065, Sáez Sánchez et al. posit that the three brothers had already
begun to use their royal monograms in 1063.49
The attribution of the two monograms and the signum to close relatives of Ferdinand I
has probably been determined by two factors: the undeniable presence of this king’s

47

Menéndez Pidal, Varia medievalia, 150-1. One inscription is found between the signum and the

first monogram (figure 4d top) Et Pelagius diaconus cf. et V feria idus Novembris era IC.
Immediately below, there is another inscription written with a lighter ink and probably over an erasure
(figure 4d bottom): Et Recesvindus confirmans die III feria III idus Februarii, era ICI. On the left side
of the big decorated Alpha-Omega there is another inscription partially erased; the text that is still
decipherable reads (figure 4e): In era IC […] IIII feria VIII idus Septembris […] sabbato III idus
Ianuarii, era ICI. The transcriptions are taken from Benedictines of Silos, Antiphonarium
Mozarabicum, xxxv. Part of the inscription in figure 4e - VIII idus Septembris - has a darker ink; it
may be due to the fact that this portion of the inscription is written over the interlace miniature. The
inscriptions, erasures and later additions on fol. 4v deserve closer investigation, which unfortunately
goes beyond the limits of this article.
48

They do, however, provide a picture of Ferdinand I’s monogram from another source. The symbol

is indeed the same as that found in L8 on fol. 1: Sáez Sánchez, Mendo Carmona and Pacheco
Sampedro, “Origine e interpretazione dei segni diplomatici ispanici,” Schede medievali. Rassegna
dell'Officina di studi medievali 41 (2003): fig. 25.
49

Ibid., 103-4, fig. 23.
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monogram on fol. 1r;50 and the presence on fol. 4v, near the monograms and the signum, of
dated inscriptions. By inference, scholars have assumed that the monograms and the
signum were contemporary with those inscriptions. However, none of the scholars who
proposed an attribution for the royal monograms and the signum on fol. 4v has taken into
account the fact that the inscriptions show clear signs of erasure, and that one of them is in
a much darker ink than the others. Further, there is no codicological evidence that the
inscriptions, the two monograms and the signum on fol. 4v were all written at the same

50

The monogram on L8 can be compared with the pictures of Ferdinand I’s monogram which can be

found in: Pacheco Sampedro and Sotelo Martín, “El signum regis (SR), distintivo de la monarquía
asturleonesa desde Alfonso III hasta Alfonso VII, y el origen de la cancillería real,” in Orígenes de las
lenguas romances en el Reino de León. Siglos IX-XII, vol. 2 (León: Centro de Estudios Históricos San
Isidoro, 2004), 438, pl. 4; Isabel Ostolaza Elizondo, “La validación en los documentos del occidente
hispánico (s. X–XII). Del signum crucis al signum manus,” in Graphische Symbole, ed. P. Rück, 458,
fig. 22; Jesús Muñoz y Rivero, Firmas de los reyes de España (desde el siglo IX hasta nuestro días)
(Madrid: Imprenta de la Viuda de Hernando y Cia, 1887), fig. 14; José Manuel Ruiz Asencio, “Notas
sobre la escritura y monogramas regios en la documentación real astur-leonesa,” in Monarquía y
sociedad en el Reino de León: de Alfonso III a Alfonso VII, ed. José María Fernández Catón, vol. 1
(León, 2007), 287; Mendo Carmona, “Signos y autógrafos reales de la documentación de la Catedral
de León: el caso de los monarcas de nombre Ordoño,” in Gli Autografi medievali: Problemi
paleografici e filologici. Quaderni di Cultura Mediolatina, ed. Paolo Chiesa and Lucia Pinelli
(Spoleto: Centro Italiano di studi sull'alto medioevo, 1994), 100-1, pl. 8, the plate presents a charter
dated 12 November 954 now in León, Cathedral Archive, 892. In this charter Ordoño III (r. 951-956)
and his wife Urraca confirm to the monks of Pardomino the property of their monastery. The charter
was further confirmed by two later kings, who added their monograms: Ordoño IV (r. 958-60) and
Ferdinand I (r. 1035-1065).
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time.51 In light of these hitherto uninterrogated elements, we must rethink the attribution of
the monograms, the signum and their chronology.

Monograms and signa in the Visigothic written world
In order to understand the presence of monograms and signa on a prominent page of
the ‘León Antiphoner’, it is necessary to clarify the symbolic meaning they carried in the
Visigothic written world. Other symbols used for subscription were the cross and a signum
derived from the word subscripsi, with a characteristic graphical pattern made of three
letter Ss. These subscription signs could be added at the bottom of Visigothic charters to
serve as a personal mark (signature) of the person who subscribed the document. Signa and
monograms fell into disuse by the second half of the fourteenth century and almost
completely disappeared by the end of the Middle Ages.52
According to Mendo Carmona, in the tenth- and eleventh-century charters in the
León Cathedral Archive it is possible to identify a relationship between the symbol used to
subscribe charters and the social role of the person to whom the symbol belonged.53 Those
who chose to subscribe documents with either a monogram or a highly decorated signum,
instead of a simple cross, belonged either to the ecclesiastical hierarchy or were members

51

In fact, the signum on fol. 4v has a more vivid colour (figure 4a), compared to the ink of the two

monograms below (figures 4b, 4c), which suggest that they were written at different times.
52

J. Muñoz y Rivero, Manual de paleografia diplomática españa de los siglos XII al XVII (Madrid:

Daniel Jorro, 1917), 97-8.
53

On the subscription formulas in the tenth- and eleventh-century charters kept in the Archive of the

León Cathedral, see the fundamental: Mendo Carmona, “Suscripción”. My thanks to C. Mendo
Carmona who generously provided bibliography and information on León charters.
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of the royal family or the royal court.54 Sáez Sánchez et al. explain that ‘monograms of the
scribes who were also notaries were among the most developed and showed a high cultural
level, with complex graphical patterns and containing cryptography as well’.55
Monograms were tokens placed on documents, standing as symbols of official
confirmation given by the person to whom the monogram belonged. Despite this,
palaeographical analysis of existing authentic notarial deeds has proven that from the
middle of the tenth century until the end of the twelfth, signatures of Visigothic kings and
bishops were rarely autograph, that is, written by their own hand. Instead, to make a
document valid, it was enough to have their sign of subscription written by the same scribe
who wrote the rest of the document.56
Between the tenth and twelfth centuries it is possible to identify two tendencies in
the monograms used by Asturian monarchs: 1) the placement to the left of the monogram
of a lambda shape crossed by a wavy line;57 2) the re-use of the same graphical pattern by
54

Ibid., 212-3. A useful discussion on the graphical patterns used in signa in charters from León is in

Wendy Davies, Windows on Justice in Northern Iberia, 800-1000 (Ashgate, forthcoming), chap. 3.
My thanks to W. Davies who kindly provided a copy of the chapter prior to its pubblication.
55

Sáez Sánchez et al., “Origine e interpretazione,” 109.

56

This point is discussed in: Mendo Carmona, “Suscripción,” 209-10, 221-2; Mendo Carmona,

“Cuatro escribes leoneses en el siglo X,” Las diferentes historias de letrados y analfabetos: actas de
Congreso celebrado en Pastrana 1 a 3 de julio, 1993 ed. C. Sáez, J. Gómez (Universidad de Alcalá de
Henares, 1994), 27-8; Muñoz y Rivero, Nociones de diplomática española (Madrid, 1881), 68-9; Ruiz
Asencio, “Notas sobre la escritura,” 290.
57

In the charter dated 10 July 875 (León, Cathedral Archive, 2, Sáez, Coleccion documental, doc. 7)

only the monograms of the members of the royal family have the lambda shape crossed by a wavy
line: Alfonso, Ordoño, Froyla and Ramiro. See C. A. Millares, Tratado de paleografía española, vol.
2, 3rd ed. (Madrid: Espasa-Calpe, 1983), plate 110.
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kings with the same name (the pattern was adopted in their monograms with minimal
changes).58 Both tendencies have an echo in L8: the lambda shape is found in the signum
at the top of fol. 4v (figure 4a) and in each of the two monograms on fol. 4v (figures 4b, 4c);
the graphical pattern of the signum on fol. 4v is also used in the signa of other Visigothic
kings, addressed below. Most kings’ signa and monograms from the time of Alfonso III (r.
866-910) through Alfonso VII (r. 1126-57) shared the lambda shape crossed by a wavy
line on the left side, which scholars have considered an anagram of the words signum
regis, where the wavy line stands for the letter S and the lambda shape stands for R.59 It
has been proposed that this anagram was invented by the notaries of King Alfonso III, who
wanted to distinguish the documents produced by the king from those written by
homonymous subaltern governors who ruled certain areas of the kingdom on his behalf.60
Between Alfonso III and Alfonso VII, only King Ferdinand I (r. 1037-65) never included
the signum regis in his monogram (compare figure 3 to figures 5a, 5b, 5c, 5d, 5e and 6).
Ferdinand I had Castilian origins and, for the most important roles in the chancery, he did
not choose notaries coming from the Astur-León area. As a consequence, Ferdinand’s
58

Figure 7 represents a charter dated 5 May 956 (León, Cathedral Archive, 908, Sáez, Coleccion

documental, doc. 295) issued by Ordoño III and later confirmed by Ordoño IV.
59

Sáez Sánchez et al., “Origine e interpretazione,” 103 and figs. 15 – 23, 28-29; Ostolaza Elizondo,

“La validación en los documentos,” 456; Pacheco Sampedro and Sotelo Martín, “El signum regis,”
419. For the signum regis in León in the twelfth-thirteenth century see J. A. Martín Fuertes, “El
"Signum regis" en el Reino de León (1157-1230): notas sobre su simbolismo (I),” Argutorio: revista
de la Asociación Cultural "Monte Irago" 9 (2002): 15-19; idem, “El "Signum regis" en el Reino de
León (1157-1230): notas sobre su simbolismo (II),” Argutorio: revista de la Asociación Cultural
"Monte Irago" 10 (2003): 12-13.
60

Although there is no documentary evidence for this theory, it is proposed in Pacheco Sampedro and

Sotelo Martín, “El signum regis,” 424; Sáez Sánchez et al., “Origine e interpretazione,” 103, 109.
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notaries issued documents in a format and style which were unusual in the León region.61
Ruiz Asencio has recently questioned the signum regis interpretation of the graphic feature
shared by the majority of the tenth-century kings’ monograms. He provides documentary
evidence showing that the same graphical feature was also found in the monograms of
bishops, notaries, and nobles, mainly in charters dated to the eleventh century.62
The re-use of a graphical pattern by kings with the same name discloses, in an
indirect way, the symbolic power royal monograms and signa had in the Visigothic written
world. Kings who shared the name of a royal ancestor used a very similar monogram,
probably to invoke the prestige of their antecedents.63 The monograms and signa of Kings
Ordoño, Alfonso, Ramiro and Vermudo are in this respect particularly emblematic (see
figures 5a, 5b, 5c, 5d).64 There is even the case of a bishop, Frunimius, whose signature
imitated the appearance of a royal signum – that of the kings ‘Ordoño’.65
61

Pacheco Sampedro and Sotelo Martín, “El signum regis,” 432; Ruiz Asencio, “Notas sobre la

escritura,” 289.
62

Ibid., 293-312.

63

See the sigum of Alfonso III and Alfonso IV in figure 5a.

64

See Ruiz Asencio, “Notas sobre la escritura,” 286. On the reuse of a pattern in royal monograms see

also: Sáez Sánchez et al., “Origine e interpretazione,” 102-3, figs. 15-20. These images represent the
royal monograms and signa of Alfonso III (866-910), Alfonso V (999-1028), Ramiro II (930-950),
Ramiro III (966-985), Vermudo II (985-999), Vermudo III (1028-1037). The use of similar
monograms and signa adopted by kings with the same name in the same dynasty is discussed also in
Pacheco Sampedro and Sotelo Martín, “El signum regis,” 425-7; Mendo Carmona, “Signos y
autógrafos reales,” 77-101; Ruiz Asencio, “Notas sobre la escritura,” 286-7. My thanks to Ruiz
Asencio who gave me the permission to republish here the tables with the Asturian royal monograms
and signa originally published in “Notas sobre la escritura,” 286-7 (given in this article in figures 5a,
5b, 5c, 5d, 5e).
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The symbolic power of royal monograms and signa in the tenth and eleventh
centuries can be better understood if we consider that up to the eighth century, in order to
confirm a document issued by a previous monarch, it was regular practice to issue another
document with the same contents and then extend and confirm its validity. From the time
of the King Alfonso II (r. c. 760-842), however, the procedure started to change.66
Especially in the tenth and eleventh centuries, to confirm and prolong the validity of a
document issued by a previous monarch, it was enough to add the monogram or signum of
the new king to the original document. In some cases a short confirmation formula could
be added, but it was not necessary to add anything further.67
Monograms and signa carried out a specific function in charters, and their presence
on a liturgical manuscript is indeed very unusual. In the world of Visigothic charters and
notarial deeds, monograms and signa served as a personal mark but also carried a strong
symbolic meaning of official confirmation. These two complementary functions combine
to explain the presence of three monograms and one signum in L8’s preliminary material. 68
65

Mendo Carmona, “Suscripción,” 218, pl. 5. The monogram of King Ordoño I (r. 850-66) is found in

a charter dated 28 June 860 (Sáez, Coleccion documental, doc. 2); while the monograms of Bishop
Frunimius and King Ordoño II (r. 914-24) are found in a charter dated 10 July 875 (Sáez, Coleccion
documental, doc. 7). Both charters are represented in Millares, Tratado, vol. 2, plates 109-10.
66

Mendo Carmona, “Signos y autógrafos reales,” 80.

67

This process of validation of previous royal documents is discussed in Pacheco Sampedro and

Sotelo Martín, “El signum regis,” 427-8 and Mendo Carmona, “Signos y autógrafos reales”.
68

I have not discussed here the possibility of the monograms and the signum being added to L8 by

later hands as evocation of past rulers because people's monograms and signa seem to get used during
their lifetimes rather than afterwards. Similarly, I do not consider the presence of the monograms and
the signum on L8 as a forgery, which often fosters private economic interests. In the case of L8
instead, the royal monograms and the signum were added to a sacred object that was regarded as a
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A new view of León 8’s royal signum and monograms
As noted above, the signum at the top of fol. 4v has been unanimously attributed to
Alfonso VI (figure 4a). However, it is important to stress that the signa of other kings of
León also named ‘Alfonso’ were all very similar.69 In spite of this strong similarity, it is
still possible to define some general tendencies in the shape of their signa.70 Alfonso III’s
and IV’s signa had a much more curved shape while Alfonso V’s and VI’s signa were
squarer (figures 5a and 6). These latter signa have three columns plus one external band
which runs from the bottom left to the top right corner. The main differences between the
two signa are that, on Alfonso VI’s, the two external columns are wider and the shape of

model for liturgy and music as well. On the strong musical connections existing between L8 and two
eleventh-century royal manuscripts, the 1055 ‘Book of Hours of Ferdinand I’ and the ‘Prayerbook of
the Queen Sancha’ (dated 1059), see Don M. Randel, The Responsorial Psalm Tones for the
Mozarabic Office (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1969), 10-52.
69

As Ruiz Asencio explains: ‘Hay que decir que los Alfonsos, desde el III al VII, escriben el mismo

signo, con la salvedad de que con el paso del tiempo las soluciones antiguas se anquilosan y
desaparecen las curvas para dar paso al predomino de líneas y ángulos rectos’. ‘It is important to note
that the kings ‘Alfonso’, from Alfonso III to Alfonso VII, all use the same monogram; however, as
time passes, the curviness of the older monograms stiffens and is replaced by more straight lines and
right angles’, see Ruiz Asencio, “Notas sobre la escritura,” 288.
70

The signa of Alfonso III (866-910), Alfonso V (999-1028), Alfonso VI (1065-1109) and Alfonso

VII (1126-1157) are reproduced in Sáez Sánchez et al., “Origine e interpretazione,” figs. 15, 16, 28,
29 and 30. The signa of the Kings Alfonso III, Alfonso IV (925-935), Alfonso V and Alfonso VI can
be found in Muñoz y Rivero, Firmas, figs. 1, 5, 12, 18, 19 and in Ruiz Asencio, “Notas sobre la
escritura,” 286 (represented in figure 5a). The signa of Alfonso III, IV, V, VI, VII can be found also in
Pacheco Sampedro and Sotelo Martín, “El signum regis,” 436-8.
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the whole signum is slightly squarer.71 A close comparison between the signa of Alfonso V
and VI and the one in L8 at the top of fol. 4v still leaves some doubt about the attribution.
The signum on L8 has four inner columns, as does Alfonso IV’s, but the overall shape is
quite similar to those of Alfonso V and VI. As Ruiz Asencio explains, the proportions of
monograms--and signa--may vary from one document to the other according to the scribe’s
precision and accuracy.72 Because of the curviness of the overall shape and the uniform
width of the columns, I am more inclined to interpret L8’s signum as belonging to Alfonso
V (r. 998-1028). Two historical circumstances further support my suggested attribution.
Alfonso V’s interest in legislative matters is demonstrated by the Fuero de León and the
decreta, which are franchises for the kingdom granted by the king in 1017, with the
consensus of the curia regis.73 In my opinion, someone within the curia regis may have
marked the promulgation of the Fuero, adding the king’s monogram on fol. 4v of L8. By
contrast, Alfonso VI likely had little interest in the Antiphoner, as it contained the Old

71

Three original charters signed by Alfonso VI – and containing his signum with the characteristic

wider external columns - are reproduced in Bernard F. Reilly, “The Chancery of Alfonso VI of LeónCastile (1065-1109),” in Santiago, St. Denis, and St. Peter: The Reception of the Roman Liturgy in
León-Castile in 1080 (New York: Fordham University Press, 1985), figs. 1-3. The charters are dated:
14 November 1071, 25 December 1081, 22 June 1103.
72

Ruiz Asencio, “Notas sobre la escritura,” 285.

73

On the Fuero of León see J.M. Pérez-Prendes y Muñoz de Arraco, “La potestad legislativa en el

Reino de León. Notas sobre el Fuero de León, el Concilio de Coyanza y las Cortes de León de 1188,”
in El Reino de León en la Alta Edad Media. I. Cortes, Concilios y Fueros (León: Centro de Estudios
San Isidoro, 1988). 495-545; L.G. de Valdeavellano, ed. El Fuero de León. Comentarios (Madrid:
Hullera Vasco-Leonesa S.A.: 1983); J. Rodríguez, Los fueros del reino de León, 2 vols. (León:
Ediciones Leonesas, 1981).
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Hispanic liturgy and music, eventually discarded when he imposed the Franco-Roman
liturgy in 1080.
The monogram immediately below Alfonso’s signum has been sometimes
attributed to Queen Sancha. Together with her husband Ferdinand I, her interest in
liturgical books is well known; it is attested to by four books, including the so-called
‘Prayerbook of Queen Sancha’.74 Studies on Visigothic royal deeds demonstrate that

74

Sancha’s interest in liturgical books is reflected in the four manuscripts that include her name: the

‘Beato of Ferdinand I’ (Biblioteca Nacional, Madrid, B. 31), which contains the names of both
monarchs, the ‘Book of Hours of Ferdinand I’ (Biblioteca Universitaria de Santiago de Compostela,
Ms. 609 [Res. 1], http://hdl.handle.net/10347/9014), commissioned by Sancha, and the miscellany
(Biblioteca de El Escorial MS &.I.3.) with her name together with that of her eldest son. The online
edition of the ‘Prayerbook of Queen Sancha’ (with high resolution pictures) is available at
http://gredos.usal.es/jspui/handle/10366/55563. For the four books associated with the queen, see
M.A. Castiñeiras González, “Algunos usos y funciones de la imagen en la miniatura hispánica del
siglo XI: los Libros de Horas de Fernando I y Sancha,” in Propaganda e Poder: Congresso
peninsular de história da arte, Lisboa, 5 a 8 de Maio de 1999 (Lisboa: Edições Colibri, 2000), 71-94;
F. Galván Freile, “El Liber canticorum et horarum de Sancha (B.G.U.S., Ms. 2668). Entre la tradición
prerrománica y la modernidad,” in Hispaniens Norden im 11. Jahrhundert: christliche Kunst im
Umbruch = El norte hispánico en el siglo XI: un cambio radical en el arte cristiano, (Petersberg:
Michael Imhof Verlag, 2009), 248-56; S. Moralejo Álvarez, “Notas a la ilustración del Libro de Horas
de Fernando I,” in Libro de Horas de Fernando I de León, 311-16; J. Williams, The Illustrated
Beatus: A Corpus of the Illustrations of the Commentary on the Apocalypse, vol. 3 (London: Harvey
Miller, 1998), 34-40; F. Galván Freile, “La producción de manuscritos iluminados de la Edad Media y
su vinculación a las monarquías hispanas,” Anuario del Departamento de Historia y Teoría del Arte
13 (2001): 37–51; Lucy K. Pick, “Liturgical Renewal in Two Eleventh-Century Royal Spanish
Prayerbooks,” Traditio 66 no. 1 (2011): 27-66.
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queens’ monograms were all very similar and consisted of a rhomboidal shape flanked by
two letter Ss.75 The ‘SA’ monogram on fol. 4v has a rectangular shape and does not match
Queen Sancha’s monogram (compare figure 4b and figure 6).76 Other scholars have
attributed the “SA” monogram to Sancho II (r. 1065-72), although his monogram is quite
similar to that of his mother, Sancha, with the difference that at the bottom, it contains the
letters ‘REX’ (figure 6).77 Instead, the monogram on fol. 4v matches that found in some
tenth-century royal charters from León (figures 5e, 7, 7a), which belonged to Sancho I ‘the
Fat’, King of Astur-León (r. 956-58, 960-66), son of Ramiro II (r. 931-951) and father of
the future King Ramiro III (r. 966-82).78

75

A description of the typical queen’s monogram can be found in Ostolaza Elizondo, “La validación

en los documentos,” 456, figs. 23-6. Further discussion on queens’ monograms can be found in Sáez
Sánchez et al., “Origine e interpretazione,” 107-8, figs. 36-39.
76

For Queen Sancha’s monogram, see Muñoz y Rivero, Firmas, fig. 15.

77

For Sancho II’s monogram, see ibid., fig. 16. Sáez Sánchez et al. provide images of the three

monograms as found on fol. 4v in L8, claiming that these monograms belong to Ferdinand I’s three
sons. However, on the same page, they provide images of Sancho II’s usual monogram, which is
indeed different from that found in L8 on fol. 4v; see Sáez Sánchez et al., “Origine e interpretazione,”
105 and figs. 23, 26, 27. A list with twelve charters subscribed by Sancho II and dated between 1067
and 1071 is found in Reilly, “The Chancery of Alfonso VI,” 23, n. 9.
78

Pictures of Sancho I’s monogram can be found in: Sáez Sánchez et al., “Origine e interpretazione,”

fig. 1; Pacheco Sampedro and Sotelo Martín, “El signum regis,” 437, pl. 3; Muñoz y Rivero, Firmas,
fig. 9 (however, the image lacks the upper part of the monogram); Millares, Tratado, vol. 2, pl. 111:
the plate reproduces a charter dated 28 July 920 (Sáez, Coleccion documental, doc. 51) which
contains the royal monograms of: Ordoño II (r. 914-24), Sancho I (r. 956-58, 960- 66), Alfonso IV (r.
925-35), Ramiro II (r. 931-51), and a further confirmation at the bottom ‘Adefonsus regi confirmans’
(probably a later addition). The same charter is also reproduced in Mendo Carmona, “Signos y
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This monogram is key for the question of dating L8: if at some point between 956
and 966 Sancho I had his monogram added to a prominent folio of L8 next to the large
‘Alpha-Omega’ miniature on fol. 4v, then L8 cannot be an eleventh-century manuscript.
The attribution of this monogram to Sancho I confirms, rather, that L8 is a tenth-century
manuscript, as proposed by the majority of scholars. This dating has implications not only
for the study of the Old Hispanic liturgy, but also for the study of musical notation, as we
can now consider L8’s neumes to be representative of Old Hispanic musical notation in the
first half of the tenth century.79
The ‘GARSEA’ monogram on fol. 4v has been interpreted as being that of García II
of Galicia (r. 1065-90), son of Ferdinand I and Sancha (figure 4c). However, Muñoz y
Rivero give us a different monogram for García II (figure 6).80 To whom, then, does this

autógrafos reales,” pl. 5; ibid., plates 3-4 reproduce a charter dated 9 January 916 with a donation
made by King Ordoño II, which contains the royal monograms of the King Ordoño II, Froyla II (r.
924-925), Ramiro, Sancho and Ordoño III (r. 951-56) (Sáez, Coleccion documental, doc. 38); ibid.,
plate 9 reproduces a charter dated 5 May 956 with a donation of King Ordoño III, containing the
king’s monogram and those of Bermudo II (r. 981-99), Sancho, Ordoño IV (r. 958-60) (Sáez,
Coleccion documental, doc. 295). Finally, Sancho I’s monogram can be found also in a charter dated
957: Madrid, Archivo Historico Nacional, Clero 874/8, see Ruiz Asencio, “Notas sobre la escritura,”
280, 287.
79

From a palaeographical point of view, the chronological gap between L8 (first half of the tenth

century) and the two musically related eleventh-century royal manuscripts (the ‘Book of Hours of
Ferdinand I’ and the ‘Prayerbook of the Queen Sancha’) opens new perspectives on the study of the
development of musical notation in the León area between the tenth and the eleventh century.
80

Muñoz y Rivero, Firmas, fig. 17. A list with three García of Galicia’s charters dated between 1067

and 1071 is in Reilly, “The Chancery of Alfonso VI,” 23, n. 9. On the documents issued by this king
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monogram in the Antiphoner belong? Like the other monogram and signum on the same
page, it has the signum regis on the left side. This feature, as noted, was mainly used by
tenth-century Visigothic kings, making it very likely that the monogram belongs to a king
whose name was García. King García I (r. 910-14) had a monogram made of three
horizontal lines and three vertical ones, the latter with loops, and the same pattern was
reused by Ramiro II (r. 931-51) and Ramiro III (r. 967-84) (figure 5d).81 The second
monogram on fol. 4v, however, bears no resemblance to those of any of the aforementioned
kings.
I would suggest that the monogram belonged to García Sánchez of Navarre, son of
King Sancho Garcés I of Navarre (r. 905-26)82 and Toda Asnari (who was also
grandmother of Sancho I, King of Asturias). No documentary evidence confirms this
hypothesis: I have not been able to locate any original document with his monogram.
Frustratingly, the texts of many royal charters and donations he confirmed only survive in

see also J.M. Andrade Cernadas, “Fuentes documentales para el estudio del rey García de Galicia,”
Minias 6 (1997): 41-9.
81

Illustrations of García I’s, Ramiro II’s and Ramiro III’s monograms are in Ruiz Asencio, “Notas

sobre la escritura,” 286 and Pacheco Sampedro and Sotelo Martín, “El signum regis,” 436-7, plates 23. Muñoz y Rivero, Firmas, figs. 7-10 (Ramiro II and Ramiro III’s monograms); Mendo Carmona,
“Signos y autógrafos reales,” pls. 2, 4 (Ramiro II’s monogram); Millares, Tratado, vol. 2, pl. 110
(Ramiro II’s monogram), pl. 111 (García I and Ramiro II’s monograms).
82

King Sancho Garcés I of Navarre founded the monasteries of San Martín de Albelda and San

Millán de la Cogolla. For a study of the history of Navarre in the early Middle Ages see A. Cañada
Juste, “Historiografía navarra de los siglos VIII al X: Una aproximación a los textos,” Aragón en la
Edad Media 14-15, no. 1 (1999): 275-90.
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a later copy of 1501.83 My hypothesis is based on the historical circumstances which saw
King García Sánchez of Navarre fighting in 959-60 with, and for, his nephew Sancho I,
king of Astur-León, to reconquer his throne in León.84
García Sánchez of Navarre succeeded his father in 925 as king of Navarre, under
the regency of his uncle Jimeno García (r. 926-31).85 In 931, at the death of Jimeno García,
Queen Toda installed herself as regent for her son, who finally became king in 934 (d.
970). Toda was a powerful women who carried out a strategy of political marriages
between the realms of Navarre, León and Castile.86 Her daughter Urraca, who became
queen of León, was the mother of the Sancho I.87 He became king of Asturias in 956 and
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Archivo General de Simancas, Patronato Real, leg. 58-8. The sixteenth-century cartulary contains

the transcription of all the documents of the Monastery of San Martín de Albelda (near Logroño) and
it was published by T. González, Colección de privilegios, vol. 5 (Madrid: Imprenta Real, 1830). This
early edition has been followed by A. Ubieto Arteta, ed., Cartulario de Albelda (Zaragoza: 1960; repr.
1981). Citations are to the 1981 edition.
84

The closeness between the future Sancho I and García Sánchez of Navarre is illustrated by a

donation made by García Sánchez to the Monastery of San Martín de Albelda, dated 22 November
947. Among the subscribers, immediately after the King, his mother Toda and the bishops, is
Sancho, son of King Ramiro of León, see A. Cañada Juste, De Sancho Garcés I a Sancho Garcés
III, el Mayor (926-1004), vol. 5 of Reyes de Navarra (Iruña: Mintzoa, 1986), 24-5, doc. 15.
85

Cañada Juste, De Sancho Garcés I, 95.

86

On the connections established by Toda through strategic marriages in the middle of the tenth

century see Glaire D. Anderson, “Sign of the Cross: contexts for the Ivory Cross of San Millán de la
Cogolla,” Journal of Medieval Iberian Studies 6, no. 1 (2014): 15–41. For a family tree with the
descendants of Toda and Sancho I of Navarre in the tenth century, see Cañada Juste, De Sancho
Garcés I, 54-5.
87

Ibid., 56, 92.
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ruled for two years until he was deposed by his cousin, Ordoño IV (son of Alfonso IV) and
some nobles led by Fernán González, count of Castile. After the defeat, Sancho I sought
refuge in Navarre. There, his uncle García Sánchez, allied with the caliph of Cordoba,
helped restore Sancho I to the throne in 960, and finally defeated and captured Fernán
González.88
My hypothesis is that when Sancho I returned to León and reinstated himself on the
throne of León-Astur in 960, someone in the royal entourage added, on his and his uncle
García Sanchez’s behalf, the two monograms on fol. 4v. The symbolic power of this act
can be better understood if we take into account the uncertainty of the political scenario in
those years. Castilian charters dated 957-58 refer to either Sancho I or Ordoño IV as
current king; afterwards until 961, they only refer to Ordoño IV as sovereign.89 The
scenario became even more complex in 960 when Sancho I returned to León while Ordoño
IV sought refuge in Castile. In 960 notaries in León and Galicia dated their deeds referring
to King Sancho I, while notaries in Castile continued dating their charters in reference to
King Ordoño IV.90
It is likely that soon after his arrival in León, Sancho felt the need to restore the
legitimacy of his sovereignty. In order to leave a visible and tangible mark of Sancho and
García’s recently recovered power over León, a notary related to the royal court added the
two monograms to the Antiphoner. The reason why the notary chose a liturgical
manuscript to inscribe the royal monograms may lie in the great esteem in which

88

J.L. Del Pino, “El Califato Omeya de Córdoba (Génesis y consolidación política),” in Historia de

España de la Edad Media, (Barcelona: Ariel Historia, 2002), 161; Cañada Juste, De Sancho Garcés I,
95-8.
89

J. Pérez de Urbel, Historia del condado de Castilla, vol. 2, 564-6.

90

Ibid., 564.
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antiphoners were held in the Visigothic world between the eighth and tenth centuries,
especially if they contained neumes.91 From the study of charters, it is evident that
antiphoners were assigned a general value as coin of the time: they were among the
liturgical books most frequently mentioned in charters, often at the head of lists of church
books.92 It is not a coincidence then that an antiphoner is among the first books listed in the
donation that Abbot Ikilanus made to the Monastery of Santiago in 917 and in the donation
that the Bishop of León Cixila made to the Monastery of Abellar (León) in 927.93
When Sancho I returned to León, the León Antiphoner was probably already stored
in León Cathedral, which had strong ties to the royal family since at least the beginning of
the tenth century, as shown in their many donations to the cathedral, especially between the
years 916 and 935. 94 León Cathedral also became the seat of the court, the site where
monarchs were crowned.95 In my opinion, these elements triggered the notarial choice to
take advantage of the symbolic power of the León Antiphoner to inscribe there Sancho and
García’s monograms. Later on, another royal notary would have added Alfonso V’s
signum to the same page. The presence of Ferdinand I’s monogram on fol. 1r confirms the
continued presence of the Antiphoner in a royal context. Certainly around 1062 – 1063 L8
was again the object of manipulations, as demonstrated by the inscriptions written by
deacon Pelagius and Reccesvinth on fol. 4v. It may be that one of them added Ferdinand I’s

91

Díaz y Díaz, “Incidental Notes,” 93.

92

Ibid., 93-4.
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Ikilanus and Cixila’s donations are discussed in Benedictines of Silos, Antiphonarium

Mozarabicum, xi-xii; and Sáez, Coleccion documental, doc. 75.
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M. Cantera Montenegro and C. Mendo Carmona, “Advocaciones marianas en la documentación

leonesa altomedieval (775-1230),” Anuario de estudios medievales 28 (1998), 876.
95

Ibid., 877.
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monogram on fol. 1r but, in my opinion, the most likely candidate is Arias, identified by
Deswarte as Arias Díaz, principal notarius of the king, who certainly was familiar with the
king’s monogram and who wrote in those years the new gathering (fols. 20-27) added to
the preliminary material of L8.96

Conclusions
Identifying the first monogram on fol. 4v of the León Antiphoner as belonging to
Sancho I c. 960 allows us to place its production in the first half of the tenth century,
demonstrating that, at least from the time of Sancho I, the manuscript belonged in a royal
context. After Sancho I, later kings (Alfonso V and Ferdinand I) also added their
monogram and signum to the manuscript, probably to reemphasise their own power and
emulate their predecessors.97 The magnificence of this manuscript mirrored the greatness
of the royal family, which treated L8 as a royal insignia and used it as a political object to
legitimate their power through the addition of monograms and a signum in its preliminary
folios.

96

Deswarte, “Polygraphisme,” 78-9.

97

Indeed L8 is the only Old Hispanic Antiphonary which has survived almost intact while others

survive only as flyleaves.
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Indication of figures
Figure 1. Fol. 1v, L8. Dedicatory epigram and miniature representing the donation of a
manuscript. The figure on the left is usually identified as Teodemundo, who gifted the
manuscript to Abbot Ikilanus, represented to the right. Fol. 1 is not part of the ‘basic
manuscript’ and it was inserted between fols. 5 and 6 when Abbot Ikilanus became the owner
of L8. Courtesy of the Archive of the Cathedral of León. Imagen M.A.S.
Figure 2. Fol. 6r, L8. Ex libris Librum Ikilani. Fol. 6 belonged to the ‘basic manuscript’ and
its recto was originally left blank. There, a later hand painted Ikilanus’ ex libris (in a style
similar to the miniature on fol. 1v, created in the same instance). The carpet page is painted
with a labyrinth form, as commonly found in Visigothic manuscripts. Courtesy of the
Archive of the Cathedral of León. Imagen M.A.S.
Figure 3. Fol. 1r, L8. Fol. 1 is not part of the ‘basic manuscript’. Someone painted on its
verso Ikilanus’ miniature and left the recto blank. In the eleventh century a later hand
inscribed King Ferdinand I’s monogram in the middle of fol. 1r. Courtesy of the Archive of
the Cathedral of León. Imagen M.A.S.
Figure 4. Fol. 4v, L8. Large Alpha-Omega miniature. This miniature represented the actual
beginning of the ‘basic manuscript’, as the recto of fol. 4 was originally left blank. Fol. 4v
suffered later additions: a signum (top right), two monograms (middle and bottom right) and
inscriptions (right and left of the miniature). Courtesy of the Archive of the Cathedral of
León. Imagen M.A.S.
Figure 4a. Fol. 4v: detail of Alfonso’s signum.
Figure 4b. Fol. 4v: detail of the‘SA’ monogram.
Figure 4c. Fol. 4v: detail of the ‘GARSEA’ monogram.
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Figure 4d. Fol. 4v: detail of the later inscriptions placed to the right of the Alpha-Omega: Et
Pelagius diaconus cf. et V feria idus Novembris era IC; Et Recesvindus confirmans die III feria III
idus Februarii, era ICI.

Figure 4e. Fol. 4v: detail of the later inscriptions placed to the left of the Alpha-Omega: In era
IC […] IIII feria VIII idus Septembris […] sabbato III idus Ianuarii, era ICI.

Figure 5a. Signa of Asturian kings whose name was Alfonso. Courtesy of Prof. José Manuel
Ruiz Asencio (the table was previously published in Ruiz Asencio, “Notas sobre la escritura,”
286).
Figure 5b. Signa of Asturian kings whose name was Ordoño. Courtesy of Prof. José Manuel
Ruiz Asencio (the table was previously published in Ruiz Asencio, “Notas sobre la escritura,”
286).
Figure 5c. Monograms of Asturian kings whose name was Vermudo. Courtesy of Prof. José
Manuel Ruiz Asencio (the table was previously published in Ruiz Asencio, “Notas sobre la

escritura,” 286).
Figure 5d. Signa of Asturian kings García I, Ramiro I and Ramiro II. Courtesy of Prof. José
Manuel Ruiz Asencio (the table was previously published in Ruiz Asencio, “Notas sobre la

escritura,” 286).
Figure 5e. Signa of Asturian kings Silo, Fruela II and monogram of Sancho I. Courtesy of
Prof. José Manuel Ruiz Asencio (the table was previously published in Ruiz Asencio, “Notas
sobre la escritura,” 287).
Figure 6. Signa and monograms of Asturian monarchs (the table was previously published in
Muñoz y Rivero, Firmas, 1887).
Figure 7. León, Cathedral Archive, 908 (doc. 295). The charter was issued by Ordoño III on 5
May 956. The royal signa and monogram have a lambda shape crossed by a wavy line placed to
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the left. The signa of Ordoño III and Ordoño IV show a similar graphical pattern. Courtesy of the
Archive of the Cathedral of León. Imagen M.A.S.
Figure 7a. Detail of Sancho I’s monogram.
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